
Introduction

Cadbury Ireland is a subsidiary of Cadbury plc, a global leader

in the manufacture of confectionery.

When first established in Ireland in 1932, Cadbury Ireland

manufactured and sold just three products. Today, it exports

over 200 of its well-known Cadbury products to 30 countries

worldwide, making a contribution of €110 million to Irish

trade. Cadbury is the number one confectionery company in

Ireland and operates three manufacturing plants here. Two

are based in Dublin - in Coolock and in Dun Laoghaire; the

third is in Rathmore, Co. Kerry. Cadbury Ireland uses local

ingredients and is one of the largest users of indigenous Irish

materials. Using local produce is a major factor in creating

the legendary taste of Cadbury Ireland's products.

Branding

Branding is the process by which companies differentiate

their product offerings from competition. A brand is

created by using a name, symbol, design, packaging or some

combination of these. Building and maintaining a brand is a

critical task of a marketing manager. Successful branding

allows consumers to develop strong associations and makes

their purchasing decision easier. 

Brands help consumers to quickly identify products and make

shopping easier. Strong brands carry a guarantee of quality

that consumers trust and are often willing to pay more for.

Consumers will pay a premium (top price) for a branded

product when they believe it provides higher value. While

products can come and go over time, brands (if properly

managed) can live indefinitely. Strong brands add value, and

consumers develop positive associations with the brand and

are less likely to purchase competitors' products. Strong

brands can force change and demand to be heard.

In the case of Cadbury Wispa, it is believed to be the first time

a major brand has been reintroduced as a result of media and

online pressure and could mark the beginning of a major

new development in consumer demand.
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Cadbury brands 

Cadbury is a family brand name or parent brand. A parent

brand acts as an ‘umbrella’ under which additional sub-

brands can be sold. Cadbury Dairy Milk, Cadbury Crunchie

and Cadbury Wispa are all examples of a Combination brand

strategy. This is where the family brand identity is firstly

communicated by the packaging with the Cadbury corporate

purple colour and the distinctive Cadbury logo. The sub-

brand (e.g. Wispa) is then distinguished by its own individual

livery. This approach allows for the optimal use of the

corporate (family) brand name, while allowing an individual

brand to be identified, e.g. Cadbury Wispa.

Research shows that 96% of Irish consumers recognise the

Cadbury brand, while 74% state that when it comes to

chocolate, only Cadbury's will do!

The development of strong brands has been key to the

growth of Cadbury Ireland. Strong brands deliver the

following benefits:

• Company value: the value of the company can be greatly

enhanced by the possession of a strong brand.

• Customer preference and loyalty: a strong brand can

bring very positive perceptions and will be preferred to

competitors. 

• Barrier to competition: strong brands can dominate the

market place. This means that it can sometimes be harder

for competitors to enter the market.

• High profits: market-leading brands are rarely the

cheapest e.g. iPod. They can also achieve wider

distribution than weaker brands offering better return on

investment.

• Base for brand expansion: a strong brand provides the

foundation from which new brands can be introduced.

The name of the existing brand or core brand can be used

on the new brand e.g. Cadbury Snaps.

Components of strong brands

Strong brands form strong bonds with consumers and can

earn their trust. The marketer seeks to develop a strong

brand with a distinct identity and one that has very positive

associations. A brand should make customers ‘feel’

something so that they develop an emotional bond and

loyalty to it rather than to other brands.

The following components are essential to a strong brand.

• Brand Identity is the message communicated to

consumers through the name and the physical appearance

of the brand. Brand identity includes elements such as

shape, design and logo. The brand stands out and over

time customers develop a bond with this identity.

Elements of the Cadbury identity include its corporate

purple colour and distinct Cadbury logo. 

• Brand Value means the core values and characteristics of

a brand. Core values include positive associations beyond

the physical product itself. Cadbury’s core brand values

include: “life’s everyday pleasures that make us feel good

and never let us down” As a reward or pick me up, we

consumers trust Cadbury’s chocolate to make us feel

better.

• Brand loyalty is when a consumer consistently shows

preference for one brand over another. Loyal consumers

are the most valuable as they make repeat purchases. They

can force the greatest change, as we will see in relation to

Cadbury Wispa.

Wispa

Wispa was originally launched to the market in 1983 for a

trial period. Teaser advertisements for Wispa used the phrase

“Have you heard the Wispa?” without identifying the

product as a chocolate bar. The trial was a huge success so

Cadbury put the bar into full production.

An outcry on the web
brings back the Wispa
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The original Wispa launch was Cadbury’s most successful

launch to date and the second largest brand in its portfolio

at the time. The bar with the bubbly centre was seen by

many as a rival to Nestlé’s Aero bar. It was produced in a

slightly smaller version than the trial which was deemed too

big to fit politely into a woman’s mouth. 

The original Wispa advertisements were light-hearted TV

adverts with the slogan “Bite it and believe it”. performed to

camera in front of a black background. These advertisements

featured well-known actors of the time such as Paul

Eddington, Nigel Hawthorne, Victoria Wood, Julie Walters,

Simon Cadell, Ruth Madoc, Mel Smith and Peter Cook.

However, Wispa’s popularity declined in the 1990s and the

product was discontinued in 2003. At that time the Cadbury

Dairy Milk brand was extended to include the new Cadbury

Dairy Milk Bubbly product in its range to replace Wispa.

Cadbury Dairy Milk Bubbly was made from Cadbury

chocolate rather than Wispa’s individual recipe. The team at

Cadbury believed that the new name conveyed the

‘mouthfeel’ characteristics enjoyed by those who loved

Wispas. The original bar was changed to moulded squares

that were easier to break. The packaging was refreshed in

line with the identity of the Dairy Milk range. At this time,

research showed that 85% of Wispa consumers would also

buy Dairy Milk Bubbly. 

Since Wispa was discontinued, it gained the status of an icon

of the 1980s era. The advertising campaign associated with

Wispa was memorable – a clear testament to good brand

management. The bar was looked on with nostalgia. Wispa

demonstrated all of the characteristics of a strong brand -

strong brand identity, positive core values and brand loyalty.

And its fans wanted it back. 

Listening to consumers

Responding to what customers want is vital to long-

term success. Existing products can be improved giving

a company an advantage over its competitors.

Listening to consumers can also lead to new product

innovation. In certain instances, responding to

consumers’ needs can also lead to a product re-launch.

Cadbury consumers are what make Cadbury’s business

work. The relationship that Cadbury has with its

consumers is very important. Modern consumers

demand choice, value and reasonable price for the

products they purchase. They have loud voices and

new ways of generating interest in particular products.

Effective communication is the key. It is important that

Cadbury:

•  Listens to and understands its customers,

•  Talks to them about what they are interested in

(not what Cadbury want to tell them!),

•  Goes where they go and

•  Be invited into their world.

Bring Wispa back

Since the discontinuation of the Wispa bar in 2003,

several Internet campaigns and an online petition to

bring it back slowly gained momentum. Thousands of

fans campaigned across hundreds of websites to get the

Wispa back on shop shelves.

In 2007 there was an unprecedented consumer led

campaign, primarily via the Internet, to bring Wispa

back on the market. ‘Bring Back Wispa’ groups

appeared on social networking sites including Bebo,

MySpace and Facebook. Online blogs were devoted to

the subject. A web lobby group compiled a petition.

The extent to which fans wanted to see Wispa back on

the shelves was incredible - the petition included the

names of a staggering 16,000 Wispa fans! 

www.business2000.ie Business 2000
TWELFTH edition

The Internet was to the forefront of the consumer
led campaign to ‘Bring Back Wispa’.

Web Wispa-ing campaign helps
bring back a chocolate classic
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Find out more on:

www.cadbury.com
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The lobbying reached a new height during the Glastonbury

festival in the summer of 2007 when two Wispa fans stormed

an Iggy Pop performance, brandishing a ‘Bring Back Wispa’

banner. The unsolicited interest in the chocolate bar spread

to other media. 

Radio shows included mentions wondering where Wispa has

gone. Letters were submitted to newspapers. The Wispa

Internet phenomenon itself became a newsworthy item, for

example, an article titled ‘Change is in your Hands – what’s

the deal with online campaigns?’ appeared in the Irish Times

in September 2007. 

The huge extent of the call to Bring Wispa Back Campaign

did not go unnoticed by Cadbury. It admits that Cadbury

staff were bowled over by the overwhelming online demand

to bring back Wispa. Cadbury had been aware of the web

interest for some time and the consumer passion swayed its

decision to re-launch.

Relaunch

And so customers had their way! Cadbury responded with

the re-launch of Wispa as a limited edition in the autumn of

2007. It was the first time that the Internet had played such

a significant role in the re-launch of a Cadbury brand. 

23 million bars sold out in Ireland and Britain in the first

seven weeks after its re-launch. Based on this success

Cadbury has decided to re-launch Wispa from October 2008. 

Review

The goal of marketing in the long-term is customer

satisfaction which is brought about by producing goods in

response to customers’ needs. The marketer’s goal is to

create strong brands which have strong identity, core values

and generate loyalty.  

Cadbury Wispa was discontinued in 2003 when Dairy Milk

was extended to include an aerated chocolate bar - Cadbury

Dairy Milk Bubbly. However, in 2007, Cadbury witnessed the

emergence of immense online activity and campaigns to

bring Wispa back on the market. 

The company responded to this consumer led campaign with

the re-launch of Wispa in the autumn of 2007. All media

activities focused on feelings of nostalgia amongst the

target audience who grew up in Wispa’s heyday.

Conclusion

The Internet has emerged as a driving force in marketing.

Today’s technology, particularly social networking sites allow

consumers and organisations to interact to a greater extent

than ever before. 

The re-launch of Wispa was the first time that the Internet had

played such a significant role in the re-launch of a Cadbury

brand. The company recognised the value of loyal customers to

its brands. The successful re-launch of Wispa was brought

about by listening to its customers and by communicating

through media appropriate to its loyal target market.

Student activity

Find the following words: 

bebo • brand • cadbury • chocolate • competition

consumer • facebook • internet • loyalty • wispa

Passers-by made up their own ads by drawing on the poster itself.
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